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It seems to me interesting the idea 
about taking the advantage of the 
opportunity to be able to work whit 
students from other colleges. Since 
every college has their way to see the 
architecture, the fact of work with 
people from different contries and cul-
tures would expand my view about tures would expand my view about 
how to make architecture.
In this manifesto I expose my expirien-
ce about this course, the developed 
work with my coworkers and what I 
have won whit it :)



The cours was about the experience of the mediterranean sea. How we feel it, what kind of ideas come to us when we think about it... Definitely, what transmit it to us.
For the fist contact and for took a little introduction about all of us, we had to make a kyte, which is developed thinking about our first sences about the mediterranean sea.
My kyte was based on the idea of sea foam and the salt that contains the water. I called it Saltseagull. It only planned beacause was a little bit heavy, but was funny to My kyte was based on the idea of sea foam and the salt that contains the water. I called it Saltseagull. It only planned beacause was a little bit heavy, but was funny to 
make it and everybody liked it. The second step was to make a map that explains our vision of the mediterranean sea, and my map was a collage that explains the Costa 
Blanca geographically.
After this for the expositions my coworkers and I formed “The Malakas team”. We work really nice together since the firts minute and all of us were happy because our way After this for the expositions my coworkers and I formed “The Malakas team”. We work really nice together since the firts minute and all of us were happy because our way 
to think architecture was similar but our way to work was different and for this reason we learned from others all time. Our first work together was a performance that explai-
ned the situation of the port of torrevieja. I proposed this town because I know it since my childhood and I wanted to show the others a place that I know, and in addition I 
knew that the water inside the port was in bad shape. The next work was in solitari again and it was about the experience of food in the mediterranean sea, and I decided 
to  show a fruit, a very tipical fruit, that is very vinculated whit salted water, the melon.to  show a fruit, a very tipical fruit, that is very vinculated whit salted water, the melon.
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For the next part of the cours, we had to de-
velop an object, our praticity guide us to 
think about a solution for the port of Torrevie-
ja, and we tried to research informtion about 
what kind of biology would help us to find 
the solution to the problem. I focused on un-
derstanding how the biology survives in that 
salted ecosystem that we found in the salina 
of torrevieja, and apply it in an architectural 
solution mixing the new ecosystem that I de-
signed to clean the water, whit a new type 
of estructure that already exists, but adding 
a warm circuit that helps the especes to 
form symbiosis with the new port.
For the explanation, we made a section 
model that explains the new estructure.
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In the final part of courss we went 
to Benidorm to see and feel by 
our own, the ultimate mediterra-
nean experience.

All of us arrive to the conclusion that 
it is a amazing city, and we retuned 
to try to take a better look of the la-
yering of life in this city that grows 
very similar to the ecosystem that we 
were researching.

For the final presentation we desinged a multime-
dia performance that is inspired in the layers that 
we investigated. Three layers, one explaining life in 
water and near to it, one for the life near the sand 
and the last layer for show the life in the city. In the 
presentation we explain whit maps, our drawings, 
proyections and pictures the parallelism between 
life near the water and the life in the city and how life near the water and the life in the city and how 
it grows, and of course other ideas that we deve-
lop at the course. Our malaka speaker, Ana expo-
sed all about our conclutions to the rest of the 
class :)
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Finally I would like to explain that it really was 
an experience, and I have been able to live 
the importance and power of develop ideas 
with people that are related to you inside the 
studied enviroment.
I learned that for grow like an architect and I learned that for grow like an architect and 
develop proyects is vital not only know the 
place of the proyect, but also feel it end expe-
riment it, analizing it from inside and in every 
scale and layers. Since tipology to the place 
where the moss grows.


